Introduction {#sec1-0271678X19861604}
============

After sudden circulatory arrest, a characteristic sequence of electrocorticographic (ECoG) events occurs. Approximately 20 s after the decrease of regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF), there is a non-spreading depression of spontaneous activity and approximately 90 s thereafter terminal spreading depolarization (SD) starts.^[@bibr1-0271678X19861604],[@bibr2-0271678X19861604]^ The large negative direct current (DC) shift of terminal SD consists of the initial SD component and a late component, termed negative ultraslow potential (NUP). Both are of high amplitude after circulatory arrest.

The same ECoG sequence is also seen in animals in the ischemic center after middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO).^[@bibr3-0271678X19861604]--[@bibr5-0271678X19861604]^ In contrast to systemic circulatory arrest, however, further SDs are typically superimposed on the NUP. The resulting DC potential varies along the continuum from severely ischemic to increasingly well-perfused tissue.^[@bibr4-0271678X19861604],[@bibr6-0271678X19861604],[@bibr7-0271678X19861604]^ These DC potential variations have been illustrated previously (cf. [Figure 3](#fig3-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"} in Hossmann,^[@bibr5-0271678X19861604]^ [Figure 2](#fig2-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"} in Dijkhuizen et al.^[@bibr4-0271678X19861604]^ and Figure 7 in Dreier et al.^[@bibr8-0271678X19861604]^) and provide spatial and temporal landmarks for the local energy status and risk of neuronal death.^[@bibr9-0271678X19861604]^ A strong relationship between ECoG and injury is supported by recordings with electrodes over the ischemic territory during 90-min MCAO.^[@bibr3-0271678X19861604]^ Thus, various early ECoG variables were associated linearly with cortical infarct volume and neurological outcome after 72 h. These included the SD-initiated NUP quantified as a DC integral over time, the amplitude reduction of SDs superimposed on the NUP, the number of recorded SDs, and the persistent depression of spontaneous activity. The correlation strengths between these variables and the cortical infarct volume were in a similar range to that between rCBF decrease and cortical infarct volume. The nomenclature of the ECoG patterns is not uniform. Yet, under different names, the significant correlation between NUP and infarct size has also been noted in earlier publications on MCAO.^[@bibr4-0271678X19861604],[@bibr10-0271678X19861604]^ Recent clinical studies in patients with aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage (aSAH) and traumatic brain injury (TBI) have shown that the initial SD component followed by the NUP is also the electrophysiological correlate of the principal damage cascade in humans. With some latency, SD initiates death of the human cerebral cortex in focal ischemia,^[@bibr3-0271678X19861604],[@bibr8-0271678X19861604],[@bibr11-0271678X19861604],[@bibr12-0271678X19861604]^ brain death despite continued systemic circulatory function^[@bibr13-0271678X19861604],[@bibr14-0271678X19861604]^ and after cardiocirculatory arrest.^[@bibr15-0271678X19861604]^

MCAO is an animal model used to reproduce severe sudden onset ischemia in humans caused, for example, by embolism or thrombotic occlusion of a large vessel. In contrast, the animal model of brain-topical administration of endothelin-1 (ET-1) is interesting because it allows the induction of gradually developing and milder focal ischemia by titrating the constrictive effect of different ET-1 concentrations on cortical arterioles.^[@bibr16-0271678X19861604]^ Gradual development of focal ischemia also occurs in the human brain, e.g. in patients with aSAH or vasculitides.^[@bibr3-0271678X19861604],[@bibr17-0271678X19861604]--[@bibr19-0271678X19861604]^ Such conditions are not necessarily caused by ET-1 but the ET-1 model is attractive for the basic understanding of this constellation. And indeed, ET-1-induced SDs in the center of hypoperfusion can show gross similarities with SDs that spread in normal, well-supplied tissue. Therefore, it was initially unclear during the development of this model whether the ET-1-induced SDs were actually triggered by an ischemia mechanism.^[@bibr16-0271678X19861604]^ However, several different arguments, which will be summarized later in the discussion, now support the hypothesis that ischemia mediates ET-1-induced SDs. Interestingly, there is now evidence that similar SD patterns as in the ET-1 model also occur in microembolism models^[@bibr20-0271678X19861604],[@bibr21-0271678X19861604]^ and after TBI.^[@bibr22-0271678X19861604]^

A further question was whether ET-1-induced SDs are only triggered as a result of developing damage to neurons or are a mechanism mediating histopathological changes. To answer this question, a study was performed in which ∼50% of animals exposed to ET-1 developed spontaneous SDs, and at sacrifice after 24 h, only these 50% of animals developed regions of selective neuronal death.^[@bibr23-0271678X19861604]^ In further experiments in animals that showed no spontaneous SDs in response to ET-1, SDs were experimentally induced distant from the ET-1-exposed cranial window, and these spread from the outside into the ET-1-exposed window area. In each of these animals, necrosis developed similar to animals with spontaneous SDs, and neuronal death only occurred in regions exposed to ET-1. Similar to previous studies on MCAO,^[@bibr24-0271678X19861604],[@bibr25-0271678X19861604]^ these results suggested a causal role of SDs as a mechanism contributing to neuronal death in metabolically stressed tissue.

Based on these results, a further question is whether the mass phenomenon SD is a necessary prerequisite for the development of ischemic cell death in gray matter structures of the brain. All previous studies on the brain-topical ET-1 model have been performed in neocortex, which is characterized by (i) high vulnerability of the pyramidal cells in layers III, IV and V^[@bibr26-0271678X19861604],[@bibr27-0271678X19861604]^ and (ii) relatively high susceptibility to SD compared to other gray matter structures.^[@bibr28-0271678X19861604]--[@bibr30-0271678X19861604]^ In order to answer the above question, we decided to investigate a gray matter structure in the current study, which contains highly vulnerable neurons to ischemia, but has a low susceptibility to SD. These conditions apply to the cerebellar cortex, in which some of the most vulnerable neurons, the Purkinje cells, are located.^[@bibr27-0271678X19861604]^

Thus, we first investigated in vivo in rats whether the threshold values of SD in response to (i) an increase in the baseline extracellular K^+^ concentration (\[K^+^\]~o~) or (ii) ET-1-induced focal hypoperfusion are higher in the cerebellum than in the neocortex. Then, we studied whether injury and death of Purkinje cells already occur below the threshold for the occurrence of SD or not.

Materials and methods {#sec2-0271678X19861604}
=====================

Animals {#sec3-0271678X19861604}
-------

The reporting of animal experiments complies with the Animal Research: Reporting of In Vivo Experiments (ARRIVE) Guidelines. All animal experiments were authorized by the animal welfare authorities in Berlin, Germany: Berlin State Office for Health and Social Affairs (LAGeSo), G0152-11, and all experimental procedures were conducted in accordance with the Charité Animal Welfare Guidelines. The animals were housed in groups (two to four animals per cage) under a 12-h light/dark cycle with food and tap water available ad libitum. Sixty-two male Wistar rats (250 to 400 g; Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA, USA) were anesthetized with 100 mg/kg thiopental sodium intraperitoneally (Trapanal®, BYK Pharmaceuticals, Konstanz, Germany), tracheotomized and artificially ventilated (Effenberger Rodent Respirator; Effenberger Med.-Techn. Gerätebau, Pfaffing/Attel, Germany) to maintain an arterial partial pressure of CO~2~ (pCO~2~) between 35 and 45 mmHg, an arterial pO~2~ between 90 and 130 mmHg and an arterial pH between 7.35 and 7.45. The right femoral artery and vein were cannulated and saline solution was continuously infused to keep the vessels open (0.5 ml/h). Systemic arterial pressure (Pressure Monitor BP-1, World Precision Instruments, Berlin, Germany) and expiratory pCO~2~ (Heyer CO~2~ Monitor EGM I, Bad Ems, Germany) were continuously monitored. Arterial pO~2~, pCO~2~, and pH were serially measured using a Compact 1 Blood Gas Analyzer (AVL Medizintechnik GmbH, Bad Homburg, Germany). Body temperature was maintained at 37.5 ± 0.5 ℃ using a heating pad (Temperature Control FHC, Bowdoinham, ME, USA). The level of anesthesia was assessed by testing motor responses and changes in blood pressure to foot-pinching. If necessary, additional doses of thiopental (25 mg/kg body weight) were applied.

An open cranial window was implanted over the cerebellar vermis with a saline-cooled drill as shown in [Figure 1(a)](#fig1-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"}. The dura mater was removed and artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) was applied continuously. The physiological composition of the ACSF in mM was: Na^+^ 152, K^+^ 3, Ca^2+^ 1.5, Mg^2+^ 1.25, $\text{HCO}_{3}^{-}$ 24.5, Cl^−^ 136, glucose 3.7, and urea 6.7. The ACSF was equilibrated with a gas mixture containing 6.6% O~2~, 5.9% CO~2~, and 87.5% N~2~. A pO~2~ between 90 and 130 mmHg, a pCO~2~ between 35 and 45 mmHg, and a pH between 7.35 and 7.45 were accepted as physiological. Figure 1.(a) Shows the experimental set-up. An open cranial window was implanted in the area of the cerebellar foliae V and VIa.^[@bibr85-0271678X19861604]^ The subdural DC/AC-ECoG was recorded with an Ag/AgCl electrode, the intracerebellar DC/AC-ECoG and \[K^+^\]~o~ with a K^+^-sensitive microelectrode and rCBF as well as IOS with a laser-Dopper flow probe (LDF). (b) Gives the full experiment 1 in which the increase of \[K^+^\]~ACSF~ from 3 to 250 mM for 1 h induced a long-lasting depolarizing event superimposed with 34 SDs. In response to the increase in \[K^+^\]~ACSF~, the intracerebellar DC potential showed a negative drift with incomplete recovery after washout, whereas the subdural DC potential displayed a positive drift followed by a negative drift after washout. The positive DC drift at the subdural Ag/AgCl electrode was an electrochemical artefact due to the decrease in \[Cl^−^\]~ACSF~ which we replaced with acetate. The superimposed SDs were characterized by a transient negative DC shift at both the intracerebellar and the subdural electrode as well as increases in \[K^+^\]~o~, IOS and rCBF. Note that SD-induced depression of spontaneous activity was not visible. (c) Two of 23 SDs of a cluster under \[K^+^\]~ACSF~ at 250 mM are shown (taken from experiment 2). Similar to experiment 1, the SDs are characterized by a negative DC shift at both electrodes and transient increases in rCBF and IOS. Negative DC shifts and IOS change started at different time points indicating that the SDs propagated in the tissue. In contrast to experiment 1, \[K^+^\]~o~ did not show significant increases during the SDs in experiment 2. This difference was most likely due to different positions of the electrode tips between different experiments in relationship to the cerebellar cortex layers and the white matter. Similar to experiment 1, SD-induced depression of activity was not seen in experiment 2, either. Note that the IOS increase corresponds with the negative DC shift rather than with the rCBF signal, indicating that it reflects changes in optical features of the parenchyma rather than changes of the cerebellar blood volume. Figure 2.(a) One of nine SDs of a cluster during \[K^+^\]~ACSF~ at 250 mM is shown (taken from experiment 3). In this case, the intracerebellar negative DC shift had a saddle-shaped appearance typical of SD.^[@bibr29-0271678X19861604]^ A clear increase of \[K^+^\]~o~ was associated with the SD (trace 3). Similar to the experiments in [Figure 1](#fig1-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"}, SD-induced depression of activity was not seen in experiment 3, either. (b) Demonstrates that the respiration (cf. expiratory pCO~2~ in trace 9) led to large mechanical artefacts in both IOS and ECoG recordings. Increase of \[K^+^\]~o~ causes marked water uptake and swelling of astrocytes.^[@bibr60-0271678X19861604],[@bibr61-0271678X19861604]^ The astrocytic swelling might have led to significant alterations in the elasticity of the tissue. This might have enhanced mechanical artefacts, in particular respiratory artefacts. The superposition of respiratory artefacts on the spontaneous brain activity would provide a plausible explanation why SD-induced depression periods were not seen in the AC-ECoG recordings (cf. traces 6 and 7 in (a)). In (a) this hypothesis is further supported by the SD-associated augmentation of the respiratory artefacts at the intracerebellar electrode because SD leads to water uptake and swelling of neurons with further shrinkage of the extracellular space.^[@bibr86-0271678X19861604]^ Similar to the swelling of astrocytes, the swelling of neurons might have impacted the elasticity of the tissue. Figure 3.(a) Comparison between groups 2 and 3 (stepwise increase of \[K^+^\]~ACSF~ in presence and absence of acetate). (b) Circulatory arrest (CA) by injection of air into the heart via the femoral vein in group 6. The fall in rCBF (trace 1) is accompanied by an increase in IOS (trace 2) which presumably results from a decrease in cerebral blood volume. Thereafter, respiration (fluctuations of expiratory pCO~2~, trace 8) ceases followed by non-spreading depression of spontaneous activity (red asterisk, traces 6 and 7). Terminal SD starts significantly later. Similar to the neocortex, terminal SD consists of the initial SD component followed by the negative ultraslow potential (NUP).^[@bibr3-0271678X19861604],[@bibr11-0271678X19861604],[@bibr12-0271678X19861604],[@bibr15-0271678X19861604]^ Terminal SD is preceded by a shallow and accompanied by a sharp increase in \[K^+^\]~o~. The IOS shows an increase during terminal SD which likely results from changes in light scattering and absorption of the parenchyma.^[@bibr32-0271678X19861604],[@bibr62-0271678X19861604]--[@bibr64-0271678X19861604]^

Animal recording techniques {#sec4-0271678X19861604}
---------------------------

Regional CBF and the intrinsic optical signal (IOS) were monitored by laser-Doppler flowmetry (LDF) (Periflux 4001, Perimed, Järfälla, Sweden), and the subdural DC/alternate current (AC)-ECoG with a subdural silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) electrode. Changes in \[K^+^\]~o~ and intracerebellar DC/AC-ECoG were recorded with a double-barreled K^+^-sensitive microelectrode in a depth of 300 µm.^[@bibr31-0271678X19861604],[@bibr32-0271678X19861604]^ The microelectrodes were prepared as described previously from double-barreled thetaglass capillaries (Kugelstätter, Garching, Germany).^[@bibr31-0271678X19861604]^ Potassium ionophore I-cocktail A (Fluka/Sigma-Aldrich) ion exchanger was used. The electrodes were connected to a differential amplifier (Jens Meyer, Munich, Germany). Brain tissue partial pressure of oxygen (p~ti~O~2~) was measured using a modified Clark-type polarographic O~2~ microelectrode (OX-10, Unisense A/S Aarhus, Denmark).^[@bibr33-0271678X19861604]^ Analog-to-digital conversion was performed using a Power 1401 (Cambridge Electronic Design Limited, Cambridge, UK). Systemic arterial blood pressure, expiratory pCO~2~, \[K^+^\]~o~, intracerebellar and subdural DC/AC-ECoG and rCBF were continuously recorded using a personal computer and Spike 2 software (version 6, Cambridge Electronic Design Limited, Cambridge, UK).

Experimental paradigms {#sec5-0271678X19861604}
----------------------

In group 1 (*n* = 8), a long-lasting depolarizing event superimposed with SDs was induced by increase of the K^+^ concentration in the ACSF (\[K^+^\]~ACSF~) from 3 to 250 mM for 1 h similar to a previous study in which \[K^+^\]~ACSF~ at 250 mM was topically applied to the neocortex.^[@bibr34-0271678X19861604]^ \[Na^+^\]~ACSF~ was reduced simultaneously to 24.5 mM. In contrast to the previous experiments in neocortex, acetate substituted Cl^−^. Thus, \[Cl^−^\]~ACSF~ fell from 136 to 5.5 mM, acetate increased to 250 mM and osmolarity increased from ∼330 mosM to ∼570 mosM. In group 2 (*n* = 9), we determined the K^+^ threshold for SDs by increasing \[K^+^\]~ACSF~ from 3 to 35 mM to 50 mM to 80 mM to 130 mM every 60 min while acetate substituted Cl^−^. In group 3 (*n* = 8), we determined the K^+^ threshold for SDs by increasing \[K^+^\]~ACSF~ from 3 to 35 mM to 50 mM to 80 mM to 130 mM every 60 min, but acetate did not substitute Cl^−^. In both groups 2 and 3, the rise of \[K^+^\]~ACSF~ determined \[Na^+^\]~ACSF~ to maintain osmolarity at the physiological level of ∼330 mosM. In group 4 (*n* = 15), we directly applied ET-1 (Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) to the cerebellar surface at 1 µM for 60 min to determine if this would induce hypoperfusion, hypoxia and trigger SDs. This protocol was based on the previous notion from experiments in neocortex that ET-1 at 1 µM is more potent if it is not preceded by a lower concentration of ET-1 because tachyphylaxis is avoided.^[@bibr11-0271678X19861604],[@bibr35-0271678X19861604]^ Group 5 (*n* = 12) was the sham control group of group 4. In group 6 (*n* = 10), we topically applied ET-1 at 100 nM and 1 µM each for 60 min to determine if this would induce hypoperfusion and trigger SDs just like in neocortex.^[@bibr16-0271678X19861604],[@bibr23-0271678X19861604],[@bibr36-0271678X19861604],[@bibr37-0271678X19861604]^ Thereafter, air was injected into the heart via the femoral vein to induce cardiocirculatory arrest and terminal SD.

### Histology and stereology {#sec6-0271678X19861604}

Eight animals of group 2, 7 of group 3, 11 of group 4 and 12 of (control) group 5 were perfused transcardially with paraformaldehyde (4%) at 4 h after the experiment. The brains were embedded in paraffin wax, and 5 µm sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin.^[@bibr23-0271678X19861604],[@bibr34-0271678X19861604]^ The histological analysis focused on the window area where a quantitative counting of cells was performed using a stereology approach.^[@bibr34-0271678X19861604],[@bibr38-0271678X19861604],[@bibr39-0271678X19861604]^ Quantification in the window area was performed by a blinded investigator (AO).

The optical fractionator probe was used to estimate the total number of (i) healthy, (ii) dark, (iii) pycnotic and (iv) necrotic (red) Purkinje cells in the window area.^[@bibr40-0271678X19861604]^ Five sections with an intersection distance of 100 µm were sampled, resulting in a section sampling fraction (ssf) of 0.05. The grid size as well as the counting frame size were chosen to be 10,000 µm^2^ resulting in a complete sampling of the region of interest, represented by an area sampling fraction (asf) of 1. The asf was calculated as the ratio between the areas of the counting frame and the area defined by the x,y-movements (step length) of the dissector. The counting frame height was chosen to be equal to the mounted thickness of the section.

Sampling was achieved using a video camera connected to the microscope with a 20×/0.7 HCPlan APO objective and image display on a computer screen. The computer-generated counting frames of each section were superimposed in a systematic, uniformly random way using Stereo Investigator software (version 7, MBF Bioscience Williston, VT, USA). The movement in the x,y-plane was motor controlled.

The total cell numbers were estimated according to the following formula: total population = 1/ssf × 1/asf × t/h × ΣQ^−^ where ΣQ^−^ is the total of (i) healthy, (ii) dark, (iii) pycnotic and (iv) necrotic (red) Purkinje cells in the region, t is the mounted thickness of the section and h the counting frame height. The calculation of the coefficient of error for volume and particle estimations was based on the method stated in the work of Gundersen et al.^[@bibr41-0271678X19861604]^

Statistics {#sec7-0271678X19861604}
----------

Animal data were prospectively collected and analyzed by comparing relative changes of rCBF in relation to baseline (=100%) and absolute changes of AC-ECoG power (bandpass: 0.5--45 Hz) and DC potential (bandpass: 0--0.05 Hz) according to the recommendations of the Co-Operative Studies on Brain Injury Depolarizations (COSBID).^[@bibr9-0271678X19861604]^ The electrophysiological and rCBF data were analyzed in an un-blinded fashion using LabChart-7 software (ADInstruments, New South Wales, Australia). A meaningful blinding was not possible because both DC and rCBF traces disclosed the animals\' group affiliations. Animals were not randomly assigned to the different groups because the results of the initial experimental groups influenced the design of the later groups. However, the histopathological analysis was performed in a randomized and blinded fashion. One animal of group 2, one animal of group 3 and four animals of group 5 were not available for the histopathological analysis because of technical problems during the processing. No prior information was available which would have enabled us to perform sample size estimations based on evidence. We thus chose sample sizes which are standard in the field. Data in text and figures are given as median and interquartile range (IQR). Statistical tests are mentioned in the results section. A *P*-value of ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results {#sec8-0271678X19861604}
=======

SDs in the cerebellar vermis in presence of increased \[K^+^\]~ACSF~ {#sec9-0271678X19861604}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

In group 1 (*n* = 8), \[K^+^\]~o~ rose from 3.0 to a median of 56.8 (IQR: 46.0--72.4) mM in a cortical depth of 300 µm in response to \[K^+^\]~ACSF~ (250 mM) and returned to 3.7 (IQR: 3.2, 4.2) mM after washout (*P* ≤ 0.05, *n* = 8, Friedman repeated measures analysis of variance on ranks with post hoc Tukey test (FRmAnovaT)) ([Figure 1(b)](#fig1-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"}). The intracerebellar DC potential showed a negative drift of −12.3 (IQR: −11.2, −13.2) mV in response to the increase in \[K^+^\]~o~ with an incomplete recovery to −11.0 (IQR: −8.7, −12.9) mV after washout (*P* ≤ 0.05, *n* = 8, FRmAnovaT). In contrast, the subdural DC potential displayed a positive drift of 50.2 (IQR: 44.5, 56.7) mV followed by a negative drift to −7.6 (IQR: −1.6, −11.7) after washout (*P* ≤ 0.05, *n* = 8, FRmAnovaT). The positive DC drift at the subdural Ag/AgCl electrode was presumably an electrochemical artefact, resulting from the decrease of \[Cl^−^\]~ACSF~ because acetate substituted Cl^−^ in the ACSF, and Ag/AgCl electrodes depend on \[Cl^−^\]~ACSF~. Mean arterial pressure (MAP), expiratory pCO~2~, IOS, rCBF and AC-ECoG power did not show significant changes during administration of high \[K^+^\]~ACSF~.

Similar to earlier experiments in neocortex,^[@bibr34-0271678X19861604]^ \[K^+^\]~ACSF~ at 250 mM robustly induced SDs in the cerebellar vermis. Twenty-four (IQR: 18, 40) SDs/h were detected in 7/8 experiments. The amplitude of the negative DC shift was −0.9 (IQR: −0.6, −1.4) mV at the subdural electrode and −1.3 (IQR: −0.7, −8.3) mV at the intracerebellar electrode. The IOS significantly increased by 2.8 (IQR: 1.8, 5.2) units (*P* ≤ 0.05, *n* = 7, FRmAnovaT). Regional CBF increased from 112 (IQR: 103, 124) % to 137 (IQR: 126, 151) % (*P* ≤ 0.05, *n* = 7, FRmAnovaT). \[K^+^\]~o~ increased from 44.5 (IQR: 43.3, 82.6) mM to 76.9 (IQR: 48.7, 104.7) mM and returned to 43.5 (IQR: 38.8, 82.3) mM after washout, but this increase was not observed in all experiments. [Figures 1(b)](#fig1-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"} and [2(a)](#fig2-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"} show two different experiments with clear SD-associated increases of \[K^+^\]~o~. In contrast, no such increase is noted in the experiment given in [Figure 1(c)](#fig1-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"}. Neither the subdural nor the intracerebellar AC-ECoG power showed significant changes during SD. As can be seen in [Figure 2(b)](#fig2-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"}, the AC-ECoG power did not only reflect spontaneous cerebellar activity but also mechanical artefacts due to respiration, which may explain why SD-induced depression of spontaneous activity was not visible. The duration of the IOS increase (44 (IQR: 29, 60) s) was not significantly different from that of the negative DC shift (67 (IQR: 57, 82) s, but significantly shorter than the duration of the rCBF increase (113 (IQR: 81, 122) s (*P* ≤ 0.05, *n* = 6, FRmAnovaT). The IOS increase always preceded the rCBF increase by a median of 10 (IQR: 8, 22) s. Configurations of IOS increase and negative DC shift were similar and typically deviated from the configuration of the rCBF increase ([Figure 1(c)](#fig1-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"}). The delay between the onset of the IOS and the onset of the negative intracerebellar DC shift was 9 (IQR: 17, 6) s suggesting that SD propagated in the tissue.

In groups 2 (*n* = 9) and 3 (*n* = 8), we determined the \[K^+^\]~ACSF~ threshold of SD in presence and absence of acetate. The statistical comparisons between the two conditions regarding \[K^+^\]~o~, rCBF, subdural and intracerebellar DC shift and subdural AC-ECoG are given in [Figure 3(a)](#fig3-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"}. Qualitatively, the increase of \[K^+^\]~ACSF~ from 3 to 35 mM to 50 mM to 80 mM to 130 mM resulted in the same changes as observed in presence of \[K^+^\]~ACSF~ at 250 mM. The only difference between experiments in presence and absence of acetate concerned the subdural DC shift which was negative in absence of acetate and positive in its presence due to the decrease of \[Cl^−^\]~ACSF~. SDs spontaneously occurred in only 2/9 experiments in presence of acetate and only 3/8 experiments in absence of acetate. Thus, the threshold value of \[K^+^\]~ACSF~ in the present experiments in cerebellum was significantly higher, between 130 and 250 mM, than the threshold previously determined in neocortex, between 50 and 130 mM.^[@bibr32-0271678X19861604],[@bibr42-0271678X19861604]^ When experiments with SDs of groups one to three were pooled, a significant correlation was found between the amplitude of the negative DC shift and the increase of \[K^+^\]~o~ during SD (Spearman Rank Order Correlation coefficient: −0,827, *P* ≤ 0.001, *n* = 11). The negative DC shift was −5.2 (IQR: −2.0, −14.6) mV in experiments in which SDs were associated with a clearly visible increase of \[K^+^\]~o~ (*n* = 5, [Figures 1(b)](#fig1-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"} and [2(a)](#fig2-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"}) and −0.7 (IQR: −0.7, −1.1) mV in the other experiments without such an increase (*n* = 6, [Figure 1(c)](#fig1-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"}) (*P* = 0.017, Mann--Whitney Rank Sum Test). Given the complex anatomical structure of the cerebellar foliae ([Figure 4](#fig4-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"}), the most plausible explanation for the variations in negative DC shift and \[K^+^\]~o~ signal is that the positions of the electrode tips varied between different experiments. Figure 4.(a) The cerebellar cortex consists of three layers: the molecular layer (m), the granule cell layer (g) and the Purkinje cell layer in the middle. The white matter (w) is below the granule cell layer. Purkinje cell dendritic structures and an unmyelinated afferent fiber system, the parallel fibers, characterize the molecular layer, while the granular layer predominantly comprises small neurons supplied by myelinated afferents, the mossy fibers.^[@bibr55-0271678X19861604]^ The cranial window was implanted in the area of the cerebellar foliae V and VIa. Given the complex anatomical structure of the cerebellar foliae, the most likely explanation for the variability of the negative DC shift and the \[K^+^\]~o~ signal during SD was that the position of the electrode tip varied with respect to the cortical layers and the white matter between different experiments. (b) Pycnotic Purkinje cells between granule cell layer and molecular layer after exposure to ET-1 at 1 µM (group 4).

SDs in the cerebellar vermis in presence of ET-1 {#sec10-0271678X19861604}
------------------------------------------------

In group 4 (*n* = 15), ET-1 at 1 µM led to a significant decrease of rCBF from 100 to 54 (IQR: 43, 83; mean value 63% ± 27% (standard deviation)) % with a recovery to 87 (IQR: 72, 103) % (*P* ≤ 0.05, *n* = 15, FRmAnovaT), and a significant decrease of p~ti~O2 from 31.5 (IQR: 22.8, 39.7) to 7.6 (IQR: 5.9, 23.2) mmHg with a recovery to 36.9 (IQR: 14.1, 41.1) mmHg (*P* ≤ 0.05, *n* = 14, FRmAnovaT). \[K^+^\]~o~ significantly increased from 3.0 to 4.9 (IQR: 3.9, 5.1) mM with a recovery to 3.3 (IQR: 3.2, 3.9) mM after washout (*P* ≤ 0.05, *n* = 8, FRmAnovaT). There was a significant negative drift (i) of the subdural DC potential to −2.7 (IQR: −1.4, −5.2) mV with a partial recovery to −1.0 (IQR: 0.3, −3.7) mV, and (ii) of the intracerebellar DC potential to −2.9 (IQR: −1.3, −4.9) mV with a partial recovery to −1.0 (IQR: 0.0, −2.5) mV (both: *P* ≤ 0.05, *n* = 11, FRmAnovaT). The subdural power showed a significant decrease from 100 to 83 (IQR: 30, 96) % (*P* ≤ 0.05, *n* = 11, FRmAnovaT) without recovery (80 (IQR: 41, 101) %). No such changes were observed in the sham control group 5 (*n* = 12).

SDs were identified in 5/15 rats under ET-1 at 1 µM in group 4. These five experiments are illustrated in [Figure 5](#fig5-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"}. The DC potential showed a sharper deflection and reached a significantly more negative value in these experiments than in the remaining ones (subdural DC amplitude: −7.6 (IQR: −6.3, −9.0) mV versus −1.5 (IQR: −2.1, −1.3) mV, *P* = 0.004; intracerebellar DC amplitude: −6.1 (IQR: −3.8, −6.4) mV versus −1.3 (IQR: −1.3, −2.1) mV, *P* = 0.006; both Mann--Whitney Rank Sum Tests). The subdural AC-ECoG power fell from 100% to a significantly lower level than in the remaining experiments (27 (IQR: 13, 30) % versus 94 (IQR: 87, 97) %, *P* = 0.011; Mann--Whitney Rank Sum Test) and only showed a partial recovery to 39 (IQR: 39, 44) %. In experiments showing SDs, rCBF dropped to a lower value than in the other experiments, but without reaching statistical significance (50 (IQR: 37, 50) % versus 68 (IQR: 46, 93) %, *P* = 0.098; Mann--Whitney Rank Sum Test). Figure 5.In group 4, 5/15 rats displayed the signature of SDs under ET-1 at 1 µM. These recordings are shown here. Similar to K^+^-induced SDs, it was more difficult to identify ET-1-induced SDs in the cerebellar cortex than in the neocortex. However, using the known patterns in the neocortex (for example, cf. [Figure 4](#fig4-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"} in Oliveira-Ferreira et al.^[@bibr11-0271678X19861604]^), typical features of ET-1-induced SDs could also be found in the cerebellar cortex. As can be seen, they were characterized by negative deflections of the DC potential and depressions of spontaneous activity (cf. red asterisks).

In group 6 (*n* = 10), topical administration of ET-1 at 100 nM and 1 µM, each for 60 min, did not induce SDs. ET-1 at 100 nM caused a decrease of rCBF to 93 (IQR: 90, 104) %. ET-1 at 1 µM further significantly decreased rCBF to 84 (IQR: 63, 92) % (*P* ≤ 0.05, *n* = 9, FRmAnovaT). At the end of these experiments, cardiac arrest was induced by injection of air into the heart via the femoral vein. Similar to previous in vivo experiments in neocortex,^[@bibr15-0271678X19861604]^ the latency from the onset of the drop in MAP to the moment when rCBF dropped to a level of 10% was 3 (IQR: 3, 4) s. The latencies from the onset of the rCBF decline to (i) the complete respiratory arrest (determined by the arrest of expiratory pCO~2~ fluctuations) was 13 (IQR: 11, 13) s, to (ii) the non-spreading depression of spontaneous activity 23 (IQR: 20, 25) s, and to (iii) the terminal SD 106 (IQR: 72, 118) s. The latency between non-spreading depression and terminal SD was 81 (IQR: 50, 99) s. During the non-spreading depression of the spontaneous activity, the intracerebellar and subdural DC potentials showed small positive deflections of 0.7 (IQR: 0.5, 0.8) and 0.6 (IQR: 0.3, 0.6) mV, and \[K^+^\]~o~ rose to 7.4 (IQR: 5.3, 8.1) mM. Terminal SD was characterized by intracerebellar and subdural sharp initial negative DC shifts of −9.5 (IQR: −9.0, −14.4) and −3.7 (IQR: −3.2, −4.1) mV and an increase of \[K^+^\]~o~ to 38 (IQR: 31, 58) mM. The second DC component of the often saddle-shaped terminal SD reached −15.5 (IQR: −11.1, −20.2, intracerebellar electrode) mV and −5.8 (IQR: −4.9, −7.0, subdural electrode) mV, while \[K^+^\]~o~ further increased to 65 (IQR: 48, 77) mM. Half an hour after the onset of the terminal SD, intracerebellar and subdural DC potential had partially returned to −9.5 (IQR: −7.1, −12.6) mV and −4.4 (IQR: −2.6, −6.0) mV and \[K^+^\]~o~ to 56 (IQR: 52, 58) mM. When rCBF fell in the wake of circulatory arrest, the IOS variably changed by 15 (IQR: −7, 17) units. During the terminal SD, there was a small but significant increase by 3.6 (IQR: 3.1, 4.4) units (*P* = 0.016; Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test) ([Figure 3(b)](#fig3-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"}). The latency between this increase in IOS and the onset of the terminal SD at the intracerebellar electrode was 14 (IQR: 12, 17) s. The delay of the onsets of terminal SD between subdural and intracerebellar electrode was 5 (IQR: 1, 11) s.

Histological changes in groups 2, 3, 4 and 5 {#sec11-0271678X19861604}
--------------------------------------------

The total estimated population of (i) healthy, (ii) dark, (iii) pycnotic and (iv) necrotic (red) Purkinje cells in the window region was 21,120 (IQR: 19,655, 24,357) in the control group 5 (*n* = 12), 22,060 (IQR: 18730, 23140) in the ET-1 group 4 (*n* = 11), 21,260 (IQR: 18,090, 22,050) in the high K^+^ group 3 (*n* = 7) and 19,420 (IQR: 18,375, 20,140) in the high K^+^/acetate group 2 (*n* = 8). The sizes of the total estimated populations of Purkinje cells were not different between the four groups. The coefficient of error for the quantification was 4 (IQR: 4, 5) % for healthy, 10 (IQR: 8, 12) % for dark, 12 (IQR: 7, 15) % for pycnotic, 13 (IQR: 9, 17) % for necrotic (red) Purkinje cells and 4 (IQR: 4, 4) % for the total population, which is considered acceptable given the biological variation.

The number of healthy Purkinje cells was significantly lower ([Figure 6](#fig6-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the number of necrotic (red) neurons was significantly higher in the three treatment groups than in control group 5. Only in the ET-1 group 4, pycnotic Purkinje cells were significantly more numerous than in the control group. Only 2/11 cerebellums available for histological analysis showed SDs in group 4. Therefore, a statistical analysis comparing the histopathology of cerebellar window areas with and without SDs was not possible. However, it may be mentioned that the two cerebellums with SDs showed a proportion of 14.9 and 16.6% of red (necrotic) cells in the total Purkinje cells while their median proportion was 4.3 (IQR: 1.7, 7.7) % in the remaining cerebellums without SDs. Figure 6.Histopathological changes in groups 2, 3, 4 and 5. The number of healthy Purkinje cells was significantly lower, whereas the number of necrotic (red) neurons was significantly higher in the three treatment groups than in control group 5. The white arrows point at Purkinje cells with increasing injury from (a) to (d). The asterisks indicate a *P*-value ≤ 0.05.

If only experiments were compared with the control experiments in which no SDs occurred under ET-1, the percentage of healthy Purkinje cells was still significantly lower in the ET-1-treated window area (57.3 (IQR: 50.2, 70.3) % versus 88 (IQR: 79, 93) %, *P* = 0.005), while the percentages of pycnotic and necrotic (red) Purkinje cells were significantly higher (pycnotic cells: 24.6 (IQR: 21.4, 34.6) versus 3.4 (IQR: 1.5, 7.5) %, *P* ≤ 0.001; and necrotic cells: 4.3 (IQR: 1.7, 7.7) versus 0.0 (IQR: 0.0, 0.0), *P* ≤ 0.001; Mann--Whitney Rank Sum Tests).

In group 6, the cardiac arrest by injection of air into the heart via the femoral vein ([Figure 3(b)](#fig3-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"}) precluded that perfusion fixation could be transcardially performed with paraformaldehyde at 4 h after the experiment. Therefore, it was not possible to perform a histological analysis.

Discussion {#sec12-0271678X19861604}
==========

The \[K^+^\]~ACSF~ threshold of SD in cerebellar cortex {#sec13-0271678X19861604}
-------------------------------------------------------

The \[K^+^\]~ACSF~ threshold of SDs was higher in cerebellar cortex than in previous studies in neocortex.^[@bibr32-0271678X19861604],[@bibr42-0271678X19861604]^ This is consistent with earlier observations that the mammalian cerebellum is generally less susceptible to SD than the neocortex.^[@bibr43-0271678X19861604]--[@bibr45-0271678X19861604]^ Possibly, this is due to the extracellular volume fraction of the superficial molecular layer which is significantly higher than that of neocortex.^[@bibr46-0271678X19861604]^ The larger extracellular space should dilute ions, metabolites and neuroactive substances released from the cells and should thus protect against SD.^[@bibr47-0271678X19861604]^ In addition, the special features of Bergmann glial cells^[@bibr48-0271678X19861604]^ could contribute to the lower susceptibility of the cerebellar cortex to SD given the important protective roles of astrocytes against SD.^[@bibr7-0271678X19861604],[@bibr8-0271678X19861604],[@bibr49-0271678X19861604]^

Replacement of \[Cl^−^\]~ACSF~ by acetate in cerebellum and brain stem facilitates SD spread from its initiation site.^[@bibr50-0271678X19861604]--[@bibr54-0271678X19861604]^ However, acetate did not lower the \[K^+^\]~ACSF~ threshold of SDs in the present study. These results do not contradict each other as the mechanisms of SD ignition by K^+^ are likely different from the mechanism of SD spread in normal tissue.^[@bibr7-0271678X19861604],[@bibr29-0271678X19861604]^

As in earlier reports, cerebellar SDs were essentially similar to those in neocortex.^[@bibr51-0271678X19861604],[@bibr55-0271678X19861604]--[@bibr57-0271678X19861604]^ Consisting of a negative DC shift, they lasted for at least 1 min and showed a predominantly hyperemic rCBF response.^[@bibr58-0271678X19861604]^ The DC shift amplitude correlated with the peak of \[K^+^\]~o~. A large variability of these two parameters between different experiments probably resulted from different electrode positions in relation to the different anatomical layers, which is presumably due to the complexity of the cerebellar foliae as illustrated in [Figure 4](#fig4-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"}. It has been reported that the largest negative DC shifts are typically recorded in the granular layer and the smallest in either the molecular layer near the midline or the white matter.^[@bibr55-0271678X19861604]^ We performed our recordings close to the midline. This may explain why only small amplitudes were recorded in many experiments. Given the recording depth at 300 µm, the majority of the electrode tips were most likely positioned in the molecular layer ([Figure 4(a)](#fig4-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"}). However, in future studies, electrode placement in relation to the Purkinje cells could be optimized using continuous low frequency stimulation of the contralateral inferior olivary nucleus as described by Gold and Lauritzen.^[@bibr59-0271678X19861604]^

Electrode placement might have been further complicated in our experiments by astrocytic swelling in response to increased \[K^+^\]~o~.^[@bibr60-0271678X19861604],[@bibr61-0271678X19861604]^ In turn, this might have led to significant changes in tissue elasticity, amplifying mechanical, especially respiratory, artifacts as shown in [Figure 2](#fig2-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"}. AC-ECoG superposition with respiratory artifacts then presumably masked the SD-induced spreading depression of spontaneous activity under elevated \[K^+^\]~ACSF~.

K^+^-induced SD was associated with increased light reflectance, measured as increased IOS. This signal clearly preceded the rCBF change, was of similar duration as the negative DC shift and resembled the IOS during SD in brain slices.^[@bibr32-0271678X19861604],[@bibr62-0271678X19861604],[@bibr63-0271678X19861604]^ This suggests that the IOS reflected parenchymal changes in light scattering and absorption^[@bibr64-0271678X19861604]^ rather than changes in cerebellar blood volume. An IOS due to SD-induced vasodilatation and increased cerebellar blood volume is also excluded because this would have led to a decreased IOS by increased light absorption. Our experimental setup did not allow us to determine the velocity of SD propagation, but the delays between IOS and negative DC shift suggested that K^+^-induced SDs spread in the cerebellum similar to previous studies.^[@bibr55-0271678X19861604],[@bibr65-0271678X19861604],[@bibr66-0271678X19861604]^

Similar to earlier reports, global cerebellar ischemia after circulatory arrest led to terminal SD.^[@bibr45-0271678X19861604],[@bibr57-0271678X19861604],[@bibr67-0271678X19861604]^ Similar to neocortex in animals and humans,^[@bibr1-0271678X19861604],[@bibr2-0271678X19861604],[@bibr15-0271678X19861604]^ the terminal SD was typically preceded by non-spreading depression of spontaneous activity and a gradual increase of \[K^+^\]~o~. This increase might result from activation of G-protein-dependent Ca^2+^-sensitive and ATP-sensitive neuronal K^+^ channels^[@bibr68-0271678X19861604]--[@bibr70-0271678X19861604]^ and has already been found in earlier studies on cerebellum.^[@bibr57-0271678X19861604],[@bibr67-0271678X19861604]^ To our knowledge, however, the occurrence of non-spreading depression of spontaneous activity is not yet documented in the cerebellum. At the end of this first ischemic phase, terminal SD started abruptly with a steep increase in \[K^+^\]~o~. Several authors recognized early on that the initial component of terminal SD has a close phenomenological similarity to SD in normal tissue,^[@bibr2-0271678X19861604],[@bibr57-0271678X19861604],[@bibr71-0271678X19861604],[@bibr72-0271678X19861604]^ although there are also important differences such as the sensitivity to drugs.^[@bibr7-0271678X19861604],[@bibr73-0271678X19861604],[@bibr74-0271678X19861604]^ The initial SD component is then followed by a late component, the NUP.^[@bibr15-0271678X19861604]^ This characteristic sequence after circulatory arrest is also found in the cerebellum.

ET-1-induced SDs in the cerebellum {#sec14-0271678X19861604}
----------------------------------

ET-1-induced SDs were identified by the negative DC shift in combination with a characteristic depression of spontaneous activity. Similar to KCl-induced SDs, the signals of ET-1-induced SDs were more subtle in the cerebellum than in earlier studies in the neocortex.^[@bibr11-0271678X19861604],[@bibr16-0271678X19861604]^ Overall, however, the observed pattern was similar to that in neocortex (cf., for example, [Figure 4](#fig4-0271678X19861604){ref-type="fig"} in Oliveira-Ferreira et al.^[@bibr11-0271678X19861604]^).

Several arguments have supported the concept that ET-1-induced SDs in neocortex result from vasoconstriction-related rCBF decrease. Thus, in contrast to K^+^-induced SDs, ET-1-induced SDs started from a slightly but significantly decreased rCBF level.^[@bibr16-0271678X19861604]^ This was further substantiated by direct imaging of pial arteriolar constrictions.^[@bibr11-0271678X19861604]^ In contrast to diameters of large arterioles, medium and small arteriolar diameters decreased significantly in response to ET-1 before SD onset. Further, characteristic signs of ischemia^[@bibr43-0271678X19861604],[@bibr55-0271678X19861604]^ such as a gradual increase of \[K^+^\]~o^[@bibr16-0271678X19861604]^~ and decrease in extracellular pH^[@bibr11-0271678X19861604]^ preceded ET-1-induced SDs. Their receptor profile also indicated ischemia as a cause, as the ET~A~ receptor antagonist BQ-123 completely blocked the SDs in contrast to an ET~B~ receptor antagonist.^[@bibr36-0271678X19861604]^ Additionally, the occurrence of neuronal necrosis after ET-1-induced SDs supported the view that they result from ischemia.^[@bibr11-0271678X19861604],[@bibr23-0271678X19861604]^ Finally, ET-1-induced SDs, unlike K^+^-induced SDs, did not occur in brain slices. Slices have no intact circulation and thus exclude the occurrence of SD mediated by vasoconstriction-related ischemia.^[@bibr16-0271678X19861604],[@bibr75-0271678X19861604]^

ECoG features of the brain-topical ET-1 model in rat neocortex deviate from MCAO models.^[@bibr3-0271678X19861604]^ Thus, ET-1-induced SDs, unlike MCAO-induced SDs, are generally not preceded by non-spreading depression of spontaneous activity in the center of hypoperfusion. Instead, the first ET-1-induced SD typically induces spreading depression of activity.^[@bibr11-0271678X19861604]^ Activity depression can be persistent or transient in the ET-1 model, while it is typically persistent in the MCAO model. A cluster of recurring, more or less prolonged SDs superimposed on a low amplitude NUP may occur in both models, but a high amplitude NUP is more common in the MCAO model.^[@bibr3-0271678X19861604],[@bibr4-0271678X19861604],[@bibr10-0271678X19861604],[@bibr11-0271678X19861604],[@bibr16-0271678X19861604]^ Importantly, in the ET-1 model also relatively harmless-looking SDs were already associated with cell death in the ET-1-exposed cortex at sacrifice after 24 h.^[@bibr23-0271678X19861604]^ If no SDs occurred under ET-1, no cell death occurred in neocortex. However, if KCl-induced SDs spread from the outside into ET-1-exposed cortex, which had previously shown no SDs, cell death was detected in the ET-1-exposed cortex. This indicated that SDs promote the occurrence of cell death in metabolically compromised neocortex.

Whereas in previous studies in neocortex, approximately 20% of rats developed SDs in response to ET-1 at 10 nM, 80% in response to 100 nM and 100% in response to 1 µM,^[@bibr16-0271678X19861604],[@bibr36-0271678X19861604],[@bibr37-0271678X19861604]^ in the present study in cerebellum, only 33% of the rats developed SDs in response to ET-1 at 1 µM. And this was only the case when the wash-in of ET-1 at 1 µM was not preceded by the wash-in of ET-1 at a lower concentration to avoid ET-1-related tachyphylaxis.^[@bibr11-0271678X19861604],[@bibr35-0271678X19861604]^ Importantly, the difference between the susceptibilities to SD between neocortex and cerebellum was not due to the strength of the mean rCBF decrease in response to ET-1 at 1 µM, which was exactly 63% both in a previous study in neocortex^[@bibr11-0271678X19861604]^ and in the current study in cerebellum under otherwise identical experimental conditions. Therefore, we suggest that the lower susceptibility to SDs in the cerebellum results rather from special properties of cerebellar neurons and glial cells and in particular from the larger extracellular space than from a lower sensitivity of arterioles to ET-1 and less pronounced ischemia.^[@bibr46-0271678X19861604],[@bibr47-0271678X19861604]^ Within cerebellar experiments, however, a lower rCBF value in response to ET-1 may have been the reason why some animals developed SDs and others did not, as suggested by the subgroup analysis of experiments in group 4. However, this question needs to be clarified in a dedicated study.

The important histopathological finding of the present study is that a significantly smaller population of healthy Purkinje cells was observed in ET-1-treated animals than in the sham control group, although no SDs occurred in most animals. Even if only experiments were compared with the control experiments in which ET-1 did not induce SDs, the percentage of healthy Purkinje cells was still significantly lower in the ET-1-treated window area, while the percentages of pycnotic and necrotic (red) Purkinje cells were significantly higher. We would most likely interpret these results in such a way that, in the case of mild cerebellar ischemia, individual Purkinje cells first depolarize and die before SD occurs. Thus, in contrast to the neocortex, the cerebellar cytoarchitecture seems to prevent the surrounding cells from being immediately and directly drawn into the mass depolarization process termed SD. SDs, however, occur in the cerebellum when ischemia is more severe. Accordingly, terminal SD in the wake of circulatory arrest did not differ significantly between cerebellum and neocortex. The question as to whether the reduced susceptibility of the cerebellum to SD has a protective effect on Purkinje cells, which is required because Purkinje cells are particularly vulnerable, or vice versa is a factor contributing to the high vulnerability of Purkinje cells, cannot be answered with the present experiments. This debate is complex and also conducted for other brain structures. Its pros and cons can be found in previous reviews.^[@bibr1-0271678X19861604],[@bibr6-0271678X19861604],[@bibr7-0271678X19861604]^ Our current view is that SD facilitates neuronal injury in metabolically disturbed tissue, while it could be beneficial in surrounding tissue because it upregulates growth factors, stress response proteins and inflammatory mediators,^[@bibr76-0271678X19861604]--[@bibr79-0271678X19861604]^ may have preconditioning actions^[@bibr80-0271678X19861604]^ and may enhance plasticity^[@bibr81-0271678X19861604]^ and regeneration.^[@bibr82-0271678X19861604],[@bibr83-0271678X19861604]^

Our study has some limitations: For example, (i) the group sizes were not sufficient to compare whether animals developing ET-1-induced SDs show significantly more cellular injury than animals not developing SDs. This should be studied in future experiments. (ii) Perfusion fixation was already performed at 4 h after the experiment. Lesion maturation takes longer. However, even at sacrifice after 4 h, it could be demonstrated that the populations of injured and dead Purkinje cells were significantly higher in ET-1-treated animals than controls. (iii) To obtain a count independent of size and orientation of the cells for thin sections, counting of consecutive section pairs using the physical fractionator probe is recommended. However, the complex cerebellar anatomy rendered it difficult to obtain a perfect match between adjacent sections. Thus, the alignment of a saved image of a section superimposed on a live image of the next section showed too much variation to establish a reliable region of interest. Therefore, the optical-fractionator probe was chosen instead.

Conclusion {#sec15-0271678X19861604}
==========

Animal models of focal cerebellar ischemia exist as a part of thromboembolic stroke models in the posterior circulation.^[@bibr84-0271678X19861604]^ However, the brain topical ET-1 model is interesting because it allows us to study a more subtle and localized form of focal ischemia in a controlled fashion. Since the cytoanatomy differs greatly between cerebellar cortex and neocortex, a direct comparison of the ET-1 model between these structures can be used to investigate in detail whether and how cytoanatomy influences the course of focal ischemia. In particular, future studies could examine whether and how this influences the outcome of therapeutic interventions. Nevertheless, the interpretation of the signals in the mammalian cerebellum poses a greater challenge than in the neocortex which might explain why there have been no studies on focal cerebellar ischemia and SD so far.
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